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TWO APPROACHES TO CHANGING POLICY 

The Prophetic Tradition and the Insider Tradition

The prophetic tradition goes back at least to the days of  

the prophets in the Old Testament. Amos, for example 

castigates the Israelites for not following the 

commandments of  God. He proclaims a new way.

“I hate, I despise your feasts,

And I take no delight in your assemblies….

Take away from me the noise of  your songs;

To the melody of  your harps I will not listen.

But let justice roll down like waters, 

And righteousness like an ever-flowing stream.”



• The insider tradition knows how systems work and

finds the Achilles heal of the system in order to get a

law modified, an executive order issued or a regulation

abolished in order to get specific action wanted.



• USA—Very clear—lobbying is not permitted mostly if you are a

charitable purpose organization—academic, NGO, etc. Advocacy

and Education are permitted.

• ( NGO 501 (c) 3 and then separate organization 501 (c) 4.

• Charities Commission—work has to be for purpose for which the

charity was established. University—education, training—not political

party, not political participation. Definitions are not solid--Oxfam UK

called on the carpet in the 80s for its active anti apartheid work on S

Africa—considered by a conservative Government too political.

CONTEXT MATTERS

THE LAW—ADVOCACY, EDUCATION AND LOBBYING

The Charities Commission and The IRS



Effective Policy Work- Initial Insights

• Know the target of your advocacy and what success would look

like. Define what you want and who can make it happen.

• You need to know who has the power to bring about that result—

and to go after that person or institution. You can preach to the

converted or to the powerless all you want, but that is not going to

be effective policy work. You need to do research on who is a key

policy maker and on what is possible and reasonable to expect

(even if it is the outer limits of reasonable).



• For effective policy work you need to be both credible and

respected.

• The first comes from sound research and having a solid

base of partners; the second comes from having strong

representatives for the organization. You need to have

good people, who can think, write, translate complex

issues to simple language and you need a credible

spokesperson. It can be relatively easy to destroy

credibility with a misguided, unprofessional advocacy

campaign.



• You need to take clear positions, be self confident and realize that

what you have to say is important and be ready to use your

influence. Advocacy is not for the faint at heart. You don’t have to

be obnoxiously arrogant, but you have to have something to say.

• Much success in advocacy comes from timing and relevance.

• For politicians timing might be this morning, not this afternoon.

You need to be ready to move your issue when it is receiving

attention from decision makers



• In addition to timing, it is important to have a clear

objective (and stick to it).

• And often clarity means limited. To be successful you

may have to go after half a loaf, knowing that the full

loaf is better but not achievable. This is particularly

hard for committed, ideologically driven staff who

end up thinking the advocacy campaign is “lite” or

simplistic.



• Advocacy needs to be approached very strategically since your

resources are much less than the private sector or government.

• Choose your battleground. Will the advocacy campaign be

geared to just one corporation or one branch of one

government? Will the campaign be launched in many countries

at the same time?

• All this can happen only if you have resources to carry out

effective advocacy. Funders, University leaders, Boards—will

they be with you when the going gets rough? And it always gets

rough.



• This means making policy a priority. It also means having

good, professional staff who can plan campaigns, write,

speak, organize, work in coalitions, etc. And this staff

needs patience, tenacity and humor if they are to survive

the advocacy wars.



Lessons Learned from OPHI Experience

• Solid Academics:

 First, second, third and last.

Opponents will criticize and block so has to be

better than good.

 Find top partner

The Oxford University brand/reputation

A good product to advocate is essential but not

enough

• Policy at centre of mission from beginning. Academics to

further academic knowledge and change policy.



• Needs to meet a perceived need- by politicians and 

decision makers. Very important to listen to and 

incorporate local ideas and solutions.

• Need to understand academic and policy world 

context- global, national and local.

• Timing is everything

 Income and social poverty

Economics and the market downturn

Building for the right moment and pouncing 

on it



• Flexibility and academic rigour

Cannot compromise on academic rigour, however 

political processes are messy and often do not 

decide on the perfect.

• The perfect is the enemy of  the good



Helpful tactics

Decision makers

Know who the decision makers are- at what level, at what 

time in the process- who has to agree?

Figure out how to get them directly- personally

Decision making moments

Figure out when the strategic interventions need to be 

made- have a friend inside the court if possible.

Use leverage points- resources are scare. Leverage points 

are key.



Champions

As an Academic Researcher or Centre Director you 

need help- find a champion or hopefully two, but 

you need at least one.

Leverage the champions you have as much as you 

can- high visibility events.

Better to wait on event rather than go with no high 

level champion. Push high- do not settle on second 

string.

Help champions with their messages.



• Presentation by President Santos of  Colombia

• Roundtable discussion on the MPPN by 

Ministers

• Amartya Sen Lecture on “Discovering Women”



The Global Multidimensionl Poverty

Peer Network (MPPN)

Angola, Bhutan, Brazil, Chile, China, Colombia, ECLAC, Ecuador,

El Salvador, Dominican Republic, Germany, India, Iraq, Malaysia,

Mexico, Morocco, Mozambique, Nigeria, OECD, the Organization

of Caribbean States, OPHI, Peru, Philippines, SADC, and Vietnam



Opposers

Who will oppose the change- figure out beforehand.

Figure out how to reach them, include them, present 

them with what they will need to be convinced, by 

whom.

Opposition is not all bad- can help promote the 

idea, especially if they are shown to be wrong.

People resist change- so soften the blow. 

Acknowledge the good in the present way…



Communications

If you cannot communicate it, it does not exist.

Develop the headline, the elevator pitch, the 3 by 

5 card.

Hire a communications person from the start.

Social media is no longer a luxury- it is essential.

– Website, Facebook, twitter, podcasts, short videos etc.



Communication of message
• Drop the Academic language

• Drop the jargon

• Change the format of all interactions

No or minimal numbers/equations

More colours, more pictures

Fewer words-shorter rather than longer

Stay focused (Academics want to put it all in- cut it 

down to the main point(s).

Policy briefs- 1 page, two sides if you need this.

Footnote the longer study or link to it.





KISS

Keep

It

Simple

Stupid



Principles of Effective Communications

• Know your audience

• How much time do you have?

• The elevator pitch—newspaper headline

• Dress and Appearance

• Use of Technology, hands, eyes

• Language—habits

• Relax



• Be Honest—if you don’t know, say so

• Be up front—your aim and your level

• Tie it to local issue, area, reality, experience



Messages -What won’t work

• ‘Research university sets up research 

programme’

• ‘New institute holds launch event’

• Academic gives lecture



Inside trackers   

General Public  

Key traders in ideas

• Academics

• Policymakers

• Development practitioners

• Civil Society

• Media

Potential audience



Target Audiences

• President

• Government Ministers and Staffers

• Sacred Cows on Poverty—academic, think tank

• Civil Society (specify)

• Press—(target key ones)

• Private Sector allies—opponents

• International agencies and donors

• General public



Possible Channels and Tools

Reports (academic & policy-focused) (Q+A)

Events (yours and using the platforms of others)

E-newsletter or email list

Website and social media—facebook, twitter

Media

Old Fashion one-on-one visits



Infographics



People and Stories



Media diversity - focusing in

Kinds of media

• Print vs. broadcast

• ‘Old media’ vs. New (=digital e.g. YouTube, Facebook, Twitter, 

infographics) 

• Blogosphere 

• Local/national/regional/transnational

• News vs. entertainment

• Mainstream vs. niche



Media tactics

Press 
release

Events
Interview 

ops

Expert 
comment

Letters to 
editor



Use the simplest word available

NO YES

permit let

purchase buy

persons people

exit way out

demonstrate show

violate break

approximately about

following after

sufficient enough

manufacture make

establish set up

expenditure spending

participate take part

utilise use



KISS

Keep

It

Simple

Stupid

¡Thank you!


